For dealing with the equal sphere packing problem, we propose a serial symmetrical relocation algorithm, which is effective in terms of the quality of the numerical results. We have densely packed up to 200 equal spheres in spherical container and up to 150 equal spheres in cube container. All results are rigorous because of a fake sphere trick. It was conjectured impossible to pack 68 equal spheres of radius 1 into a sphere of radius 5. The serial symmetrical relocation algorithm has proven wrong this conjecture by finding one such packing.
Introduction
How to densely pack equal spheres inside a bounded container is a problem of both theoretical and practical value. Although the problem of packing equal spheres in infinite space has been solved by (Hales, 2000) , the problem of packing equal spheres inside a bounded container remains unsolved. Besides its theoretical value, it is also of practical value, because in practice all containers are bounded.
The problem of packing equal spheres in spherical containers can be used to model the treat plan of the Gamma Knife (Wang, 1999) . The Gamma Knife consists of 201 cobalt-60 radioactive sources and provides an advanced approach to the treatment of tumor and vascular malformations within the head. Each radioactive source emits a gamma ray. A certain number of gamma rays of the same diameter are designedly pointed at one point in space. At this point, a spherical region (called a shot) of high radiation dose is formed. The tumor can be viewed as an approximate spherical container. All shots can be viewed as ideal equal spheres which shall be packed inside the container. No shot is allowed to extend outside the container so that no normal tissue shall be affected. No two shots should overlap with each other so that no overlapped part with too high dose shall occur in the tumor. Any good method dealing with the problem of packing equal spheres inside a spherical container is conducive to improving the treat plan of the Gamma Knife.
As to packing equal spheres in a cube, it has a usual application in packaging industry.
By means of a max-min optimization approach, (Maranas et al, 1995) dealt with the problem of packing n equal circles in a square and obtained the quasi optimal solutions for n≤30. (Graham et al, 1998) used the billiard simulation to find out the quasi optimal packings of up to 65 equal circles in a circle. Because the equal sphere packing problem can be viewed as a 3D variant of the equal circle packing problem, we also paid due attention to the methods for packing equal circles in a bounded container. (Gensane, 2004) has presented his best packings of up to 32 equal spheres in a cube by means of an adaptation of the billiard algorithm proposed by (Lubachevsky, 1991) . (Hifi and M'Hallah, 2009 ) made an extensive review on the circle and sphere packing problems. (Huang and Xu, 1999) , (Huang and Kang, 2004) and (Huang et al, 2005) used the quasi physical (shortly QP) method as the local solver for packing equal or unequal circles inside a large circle. The global search strategy of (Huang and Kang, 2004) is to randomly redistribute all items when the calculation is trapped in a local optimum.
The global search strategy of (Huang and Xu, 1999) is to pick the item suffering the largest total overlap and randomly relocate it when trapped. (Huang et al, 2005) applied greedy algorithms as the global search strategy for packing unequal circles in a bounded container. Given n unequal circles, after having placed i(i<n) circles, they placed next circle by the maximum hole degree rule. The action of placing a circle of appropriate size in some certain vacant region of the container can occupy most area of this region without overlapping other circles in the container. Such placing action can produce larger hole degree than placing too large or too small circles. The greedy algorithms exploit the difference of items sizes and do not work well for equal items.
We design a serial symmetrical relocation strategy as the new global search strategy, and call our algorithm the serial symmetrical relocation algorithm.
Here we clarify two terms: configuration and packing. A configuration of n equal spheres is a set of locations of n equal spheres centers. A packing is a configuration which can meet the constraints of the equal sphere packing problem. This paper is organized as follows. We first introduce the QP model and the QP algorithm as the local solver (denoted by A0). We propose a simple trick called the fake sphere trick in A0 to guarantee the exactness of the results. Then, we propose a serial symmetrical relocation strategy and combine it with A0 to form the serial symmetrical relocation algorithm (denoted by A1). Then, the results of up to 200 equal spheres in spherical container and up to 150 equal spheres in cube container are produced. All our results are rigorous and supported by the spheres centers locations.
At last, we have made the conclusions about our work.
The quasi physical model and method
Let (0,0,0) be the coordinates of the container center (container radius r0) and X be the coordinates of n equal spheres centers (sphere radius r), where X={X 1 ,…,X n } ={x 1 ,y 1 ,z 1 ,…,x n ,y n ,z n }.
constraints of the problem of packing n equal spheres in spherical container are:
A packing is a configuration X that satisfies constraints (1) and (2). 
We ( )
We define the potential energy of the i th sphere as
Thus, the total potential energy of all equal spheres is defined as:
We call U (X,r,r0) as the potential energy function of X. U (X,r,r0) can depict the deformations of all n equal spheres.
Given an initial configuration X, we use the quasi physical algorithm (Huang and Kang, 2004) as the local solver to locally minimize U (X,r,r0) . This local solver here is denoted as A0. A0 is a deterministic algorithm. Its basic idea is to simulate the elastic movement of light smooth and elastic spheres jammed in a bounded container. Such moving process is a natural locally minimizing process of the deformations of all spheres.
If U (X,r,r0) , which is the square sum of all spheres deformations, is reduced to zero, a packing X of equal spheres of radius r inside the container of radius r0 is obtained.
Because of the limitation of modern digital computers, we consider U(X,r,r0) has approximately reached zero when it is locally minimized to less than 10 -16 . That means the corresponding X of equal spheres of radius r still has slight deformations.
To get exact packings by the local solver A0, we propose a fake sphere trick.
Without loss of generality, we take standard equal sphere radius as 0.5. In our experiments, we use fake sphere of radius 0.5+10 -8 instead of standard sphere.
Proof:
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Thus, a fake sphere configuration X whose U(X,0.5+10 -8 ,r0)<10 -16 is an exact packing X of standard spheres whose U(X,0.5,r0)=0.
The above theorem can be illustrated in Fig.1 .
The fake sphere trick.
Henceforth, given a configuration X of n equal spheres with radius r, we denote the process that A0 develops X into X halt inside a container of radius r0, by X halt ←A0(r,r0,X).
The serial symmetrical relocation strategy
Given a local optimal configuration X local of n equal spheres, any slight disturbance in it can not change its spatial structure and is unlikely to improve it. But if we move the i th sphere in this configuration from its current location (x i ,y i ,z i ) to
(-x i ,-y i ,-z i ) and keep other spheres unmoved, the spatial structure of X local must be greatly changed.
Definition (symmetrical relocation) Given a configuration X, the symmetrical
relocation of the i th sphere of X is the action of changing the i th sphere center from
The following denotations are introduced to describe the serial symmetrical relocation strategy.
X local stands for a local optimal configuration which is viewed as a set of the locations of n equal spheres centers. The serial symmetrical relocation strategy is to generate n(n-1)/2 configurations from a local optimal configuration X local of n spheres by
Since the configuration invert (maxU(n-i,minU(n,X local ) ),X local ) is identical to the configuration invert (maxU(i,minU(i,X local ) ),X local ) for symmetry, the variable j ranges from 1 to i-1. The number of the new configurations obtained by (6) is n(n-1)/2.
The serial symmetrical relocation algorithm
Here, we introduce the serial symmetrical relocation algorithm which is denoted by A1. The inputs of A1 are a roughly estimated value of container radius r0 and a randomly generated configuration. The outputs are a dense packing and its exact container radius.
The core of A1 is the heuristic strategy: serial symmetrical relocation strategy. In A1, the serial symmetrical relocation strategy each time generates n(n-1)/2 new configurations from a local optimal configuration X local and calls A0 to examine them one by one. The process of generating n(n-1)/2 new configurations from one X local and examining them by A0 is called one scan of A1. The first X local which starts the first scan of A1 is obtained from a randomly generated initial configuration. Each scan of A1, except the first scan, takes the configuration with the smallest potential energy found in its previous scan as its X local .
The pseudo code of A1 is given as follows:
/* The beginning of pseudo code of A1*/ n ← the number of equal spheres; r0 ← an empirically estimated value of container radius for n sphere; r ← 0.5+10 -8 ; /* The fake sphere trick. */ Generates one random initial configuration X random of n spheres; /* From a randomly generated configuration X random , we get the first X local . */ X local ← A0(r,r0,X random );
Goto Binary_Search; } /* A1 finds a packing.*/ l←0; /* Scan counter. */ while (l< 6) /* 6 is a manually predetermined upper limit of scan number. */ (r,r0, invert(maxU(j,minU(i,X local For each instance, we performed A1 five times and got five dense packings. We chose the best one of them as the result of the instance.
Numerical results
We performed A1 on a personal computer with Pentium E6500 2.93GHz and 2GB DDR2 800MHZ RAM and obtained dense packings of equal spheres in spherical and cube containers. All our packings are rigorous because of the fake sphere trick.
Because of the basic nature of the equal sphere packing problem, seemingly "insignificant" improvements on the former records may imply new packings which are unknown before. The nature of the equal sphere packing problem is analogous to that of the equal circle packing problem. (Specht, 2012) collects the best known records of the equal circle packing problem from different researchers. Among these best known records, (Buddenhagen, 2010) Especially, the serial symmetrical relocation algorithm packed 68 equal spheres of radius 1 into a large sphere of radius 1/0.20000222, and proved wrong a conjecture (Pfoertner, 2011) which alleges a large sphere of radius 5 can contain at most 67 equal spheres of radius 1.
The results for packing equal spheres inside spherical containers
We list in Table 1 the containers sizes for our best packings in spherical containers, along with the best known records to our knowledge. The quality of spherical container is represented by the ratio r/r0, where r is 0.5. In Table 1 , a superscript (+) of one record indicates that the corresponding record of A1 r/r0 is larger (better) than this record. For example, the record for 72 equal spheres in Hugo(b) r/r0 has a superscript (+), because the corresponding record of A1 r/r0 is larger than it by 4.8581×10 -4 . The superscript (-) has the opposite meaning.
In Table 1 , A1 r/r0 is obtained by the serial symmetrical relocation algorithm.
Hugo(a) r/r0 is a set of verifiable records provided by Hugo Pfoertner (Pfoertner, 2008a) , which are supported by their coordinates of spheres centers. Hugo(b) r/r0 is a set of best known records collected by Hugo Pfoertner (Pfoertner, 2008b) , which is produced by Hugo Pfoertner, Thierry Gensane and Dave Boll. Each record of this collection is the best one of their respective records. Dave r/r0 is provided by Dave
Boll (Boll, 2005) . 
The results for packing equal spheres inside cubes
To test the generality of A1, we have also packed equal spheres inside cubes. The cubes sizes of our best packings are listed in table 2, along with the best known records to our knowledge. Here, we take one half of cube edge as cube radius r0. The quality of cube is represented by the ratio r/r0, where r is 0.5. Table 2 , the superscripts (+) and (-) have the same meanings as before. A1 r/r0
is obtained by the serial symmetrical relocation algorithm. Hugo r/r0 is a collection of records gathered by Hugo Pfoertner (Pfoertner, 2005) , which is produced by J. Schaer, M. Goldberg, Hugo Pfoertner, Thierry Gensane and Dave Boll.
Some packings found by the serial symmetrical relocation algorithm inside cubes are illustrated in Fig.3 . 
Conclusions
The serial symmetrical relocation strategy as the global search strategy is the core of our work. Experiments show that it led to some improvements over the current best known records about the equal sphere packing problem.
The fake sphere trick guarantees that all results found by the serial symmetrical relocation algorithm are rigorous. We stress the exactness of results because any approximate result including overlaps may have the exaggerated quality and, thus may cover any possible subtle improvements.
By intuition, the serial symmetrical relocation algorithm could be applied for packing circles or spheres in any centrosymmetric container. We will further develop the ideas that presented in this paper and try to find out a generic and highly efficient method for packing circles or spheres in arbitrary containers.
